
All Things that begin with E – Quiz 
Name the animal, native to Africa which have Ivory tusks?  1

Name the stand that an artist will use when painting? 4

What is the intense shaking of the surface of the earth called? 7

In which part of the body would you find the smallest bones? 2

What religious time of year is synonymous with eating chocolate eggs and the end of a fasting period? 5

What food can either be scrambled, fried, poached, or coddled?   8

Name the large bird of Prey, which can either be bald or golden? 3

Name a type of makeup that is used to accentuate and complement the colour of a part of your face?  6

What is the name given to a ruler of an empire, for example, Julius Ceasar was one?   9

Ireland is known as this due to its rolling hills and vales of green. 10



All Things that begin with E – Quiz 
After the Ostrich, which is the next largest bird in the world? 11

What is the sound caused by reflection of sound (when you call out in a large 
empty space, you will hear this)? 

17

Another name for a test you will take in school, college or university? 13

What is a book or set of books called that gives information on a multitude of subjects? 19

Name the flat container you send a letter or card in? 15

In the UK we call them Lifts.  What are they known as in the US?  12

What is the organ of the body that helps you see? 18

Aubergines go by another name too, what is it? 14

When you have formally agreed to marry you are now what? 20

What is the joint between the forearm and the upper arm called? 16



Elephants1

Easel 4

Earthquake7

Ears2

Easter5

Eggs8

Eagle3

Eyes6

Emperor 9

Emerald Isle 10

Elbow16

Emu11

Echo17

Elevators12

Eyes18

Exams13

Encyclopaedia19

Eggplant14

Engaged20

Envelope15
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